ife’s grapes 1 press sweet wine.
—Henry Hamion Brown
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DREAM OF TIDES.

As the broad ocean upheaveth,
With the majestic beating of his heart,
The mighty tides, whereof its rightful part
Each sea-wide bay and little weed receiveth,—
So, through his soul who earnestly believeth,
Life from the universal Heart doth flow,
Whereby some conquest of the eternal Woe,
By instinct of God’s nature, he achieveth;
A fuller pulse of this all-powerful beauty
Into the poet’s gulf-like heart doth tide,
And he more keenly feels the glorious duty
Of serving Truth, despised and crucified,-Happy, unknowing sect or creed, to rest
And feel God flow forever through his breast.
—Lowell.

--- >---

A broad-minded selection of noble apassages, though it may
not be able to do all we could wish in a moral way, can cer
tainly do much to raise men to a high moral, political and social
plane. I believe that gems of literature introduced into our
schools, if properly taught, will be able to do this, partly by their
own directive influence on the young mind, but particularly as
being such a draft upon the fountain of higher literature as
shall result in an abiding thirst for noble reading.
—Prof. John B. Peaslee.
A book is a living voice. It is a spirit walking on the face
of the earth. It continues to be the living thought of a person
separated from us by space and time. Men pass away; monu
ments crumble into dust—what remains and survives is human
thought.
—Samuel Smiles.

Every reader has his favorite author and favorite passages—
texts to which he will turn in danger or sorrow with special
expectation, and promises which will seem to have been ex
pressly written for his personal use.
Rev. Dr. Joseph Parker.
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DEMONSTRABLE PSYCHOLOGY.
(Arranged from the Mss. of H. H. B.)

Lesson 6.
Telepathy.

Telepathy is defined by Prof. Crooks as "the trans
mission of a thought or an emotion from one person to
another without visible means of contact. Let us have
a better definition. Telepathy is the recognition of the
thought of another. Telepathy is the reception of a
thought message. But all the time you are to remember
that it is thought and not language that is sent. Tele
pathy is the conscious recognition of what all are doing
unconsciously all the time. As the boy reported in last
Lesson acted, so do all act. The more sensitive, the
more we feel these waves; but, as the boy would not
have obeyed any thought not harmonious to him, so we
repel all thoughts not in harmony with our character.
The boy would have repelled a thought to sing or to
dance, for he does neither. He would have repelled a
thought to strike me or abuse a lady. In the play
ground, he would receive one in line of his thought
there, i. e., to play. But, in school, he would not take
a thought to play ball. Htere we have the law. It is a
most important one.

Pause here for a day, if necessary, that you may fully
comprehend it. No thought is received that is not in
harmony with the character of the person. Persons will
not receive a thought that is repugnant to them. This
does away with all this ado about evil thoughts that we
send out harming any one. This idea is a worse one
lhan the orthodox devil. My evil thoughts, should I send
them, cannot touch a good person. No one will receive
a thought that is repugnant to him. If one is going
the way my thoughts go, I can help him on his way.
As two notes in harmony blend, so two thought-forces
will blend if they are in harmony. But, if not in unison.
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they repel each other. The Law: If you do not wish
evil thoughts of another to harm you, see that they find
no lodgment in you because you never indulge in like
thoughts. Like draws like. My thoughts of impurity
seek union with all other thoughts on that plane. My
thoughts of avarice will unite with like thoughts from
any person. My anger will find union with all other
thoughts of anger; my love, with love; my joy, with
joy; my fear, with fear; my trust, with trust. My blues
will find a home with the blue thoughts of others and
my faith, with the faith of my friends. After you have
considered the significance of the above law, you are
ready for another most powerful thought. No thought
ever dies. Truth is eternal. Each expression we make
is only the manifestation of an eternal vibration; a
motion in the One. All Truth is in you. It is in me.
All latent truth needs is to be started into activity.
When I say a thing to you, either orally or telepathically,
I awaken into activity in you a note that has ever been
yours... Study this until it is clear before you go farther.
I make a statement of truth. You pay no attention to
it. It seems to pass in at one ear and out at the other.
Seems only. It lies in the soul-life, in the subconscious
life, ready to express itself when you are ready. Illus
tration:—I take a suggestive subject sound asleep. I
tell him to do something that is not repugnant in any
way and set any time I choose for him to do it. I
awaken him and tell him nothing about what was sug
gested while he was sleeping. When the set time ar
rives, he will do what he was told. The thought has
lain in the subconscious awaiting expression. This is
the consolation for teachers of all kinds. No Suggestion
made to another is forgotten. It lies within, like a seed
in ground, and will bring forth at the right time. Look
up incidents within your experience.
This is the power of Affirmation. It is the only way
to education. All other ways are a memorizing, are a
stuffing process and not an unfoldment. State truth,
trust it and let it take care of itself.
But there is also a telepathy that clothes itself in
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language, but the language will ever be that of the re
ceiver. My language cannot be yours. When you get
my thought, you will clothe it in your own language.
This is called impression when it comes in flashes. It
is inspiration when it is continuous. There is an inspira
tion from one’s own soul. This is intuition. There is
also an inspiration from without. It may come from any
personality or front any strata of thought. That is, we
may catch any note in the great diapason of truth from
that ocean about us, or we may have it from any indi
vidual mind, from any more developed mind. Just as
we go to a friend to be helped in physical matters, we
can go to a friend in thought matters. Inspiration may
be from those who have passed from the body, or it
may be from those in the body. Any prior personal ac
quaintance is not necessary, for thought will draw its
own from any source. Practice will enable you to de
termine whether the thought is from your own soul or
from another’s. The same difference is here that there
is between your own voice and the voice of another.
Friends testify that I help or inspire them. I am sure
that friends both in and out of the body help me to
unfold. I am often seen and felt as inspirer and healer
by entire strangers. Thought is Eternal and Universal.
The Thought World is the Immortal World. We can
live the life that is not of the body here and now.
Study this. Stop here until you understand this.
Now we have to take up the power of thought upon
the body. As this will be often touched upon, it will only
be necessary to briefly allude to it here. Force molds all
things. It molds the earth under the hand of the
farmer, the clay under the potter, the marble under
artist, the wood under carpenter, the meat at dinner, the
water in the stomach, the grey matter in the brain. All
things are controlled and shaped by force. Thought be
ing force and the body being subject to the Ego that
built it, it follows that it is by thought, or by feeling,
that form of force which precedes thought, that the Ego
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shapes its body. By this out-motion, called an emotion,
is the body shaped and often all its conditions are
changed by thought after it is once made. Until a per
son has learned to control thought, the body is subject
to all varying emotions. Ill health, so prevalent, is from
unpleasant emotions. The secret of health, happiness
and long life is to control this force called thought and,
by its reflex action, to control the body. By thus doing,
we shall have the expression of pleasant emotions only.
Health is the result.
Study carefully here and see that you understand why
thought controls emotion or, better, controls sensation;
and also that emotion is the primal manifestation of life.
We feel and, by the law of reflex action, we think. By
thought, we may reproduce the feeling from which the
thought was born. It is, in reality, feeling that molds
the cells. Thus, by recalling a former pleasure by
thought, we may again feel the pleasure. By recalling
a grief, a sorrow’ or pain, we may again feel them. Re
member the young man in Tennyson’s “Locksley Hall.”
“Can I but relive in sorrow?” he exclaims.

Persons uncontrolled are feelers and not thinkers
Understand the difference between thinking and reason
ing. Reasoners are those who think about thoughts
they have received. Thinking is receiving new thoughts.
They who think without feeling thus make body subject
to any and all emotions that may be aroused by any
environment. They are not self-governed. They are
slaves to externals. Self-controlled persons are those
who will not feel anything they do not wish to feel,
They will not think that w’hich they do not wish to
think,—will choose thoughts upon which to reason,
They ignore all others. They do not allow the body to
feel any unpleasant emotions.
They hold pleasant
thoughts until those feelings are produced which they
choose. It is thus that by thought we control life. It
is this power which differentiates Man from brute. It
is in the use of this power that men differ from each
other. To the extent that man is Man. he controls his
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life by the choice of the thoughts he will think, by the
choice of the emotion he feels and in the nerve cell he
builds. Here is the law of health. Memorize it:—
By conscious thought, man controls the expression of
life to his will. By neglecting to consciously choose, he
is carried on the tide of conflicting emotions into con
flicting manifestations of life and has ills, pains, sorrows,
failures. By consciously choosing only those thoughts
that give him pleasure, he becomes the conscious master
of his Destiny, and has, at will, joy, health and success.
The road to this is by Affirmation. Affirm that
which you choose to be. These Affirmations, when held
a sufficient time, become emotions, and these emotions
mold the cells of your body into the resemblance of your
thoughts. Thoughts of health, affirmed, build health
into nerve cells; for, remember, all force makes its
mark upon and controls all form of motion on a lower
pitch. Affirmations of joy make joy cells. Affirmations
of success make success cells ; and soon, as the wood of
an old violin vibrates in harmony with the music of the
string, so the body becomes only the vibration of thought
harmony.
The whole lesson practically is: Never think that
which you do not wish to feel. By thinking it, you make
it real in the objective life. Think that which you wish
to become manifest, for all thoughts manifest them
selves in bodily conditions. All our wishes and aspira
tions center in the Ideal. Therefore Affirm the Ideal.
This is the important Law of Life. Affirm the Ideal as
real. The Ideal is the real in the Soul,—it is the soul
germ of life. Affirm it ! Help its manifestation by
Affirmation. “I am Health,” is the ideal. Affirm it.
“The thing we wish for that we are,
For one transcendent moment,
E’er yet the present poor and bare
Can make its sneering comment.
E’en through our paltry stir and strife,
Glows down the wished ideal,
And longing molds in clay
What life carves in marble real.”
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Practice.

For Telepathy:—Choose some friend who is willing
to experiment. Learn, both of you, to sit and pay at
tention to the Silence. Practice concentration until you
can listen. Then choose some time when both can be un
disturbed and sit for messages. Do not try for words at
first. Try to feel something from each other. Sit for
five minutes or more with the body perfectly relaxed
and the mind as blank as possible, only having, before
you thus relaxed, considered conscientiously the pur
pose of your sitting, your friend at a distance of the next
door or half way round the earth having done the same
at the hour chosen. Then, having previously decided
which shall at first be the sender and which receiver,
if you are receiver, let whatever feeling there may com^
sweep over you. It will come when you are in sym
pathetic vibration with him or her from the thought that
is uppermost in the mind of sender. Verify later; do
not try to verify then. And remember that, like all
other development, it requires persistent attention, time
and effort. Therefore, be not discouraged, whatever the
result. If you are sender, concentrate upon some mes
sage. Let it be definite, short, and something that will,
when received, be different from an ordinary feeling.
------------- ♦------------THE CELL THEORY OF BODY BUILDING.
Multiple Personality.
(A Series)
By DR. WILLIAM FRANKLIN KELLEY.

Physicists tell us that the functions and life of the body
are carried on by the individual and collective activity of
the billions of cellular entities of which the body is com
posed. Just how these cellular beings perform their
work and what causes them to work as they do, some
times for our upbuilding and at other times for the
destruction of the body, we now aim to explain.
Taking the cell theory of body-building as our premise,
it would be quite in keeping with scientific deduction to
consider the body, and in fact the entire personality, as
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a corporation of living beings very much on a par with
almost any well organized institution, which is perfectly
equipped with all modern conveniences. In this view
of human personality we may take as our analogy a
modern city. The city is peopled with individuals of
all classes, temperaments and degrees of learning and
attainments. So it is with the human body and with
personality in the mental aspect.
There are individual beings, cells and group cells
which perform the varied duties of body-building and
which have intelligence or mental faculties which per
form special duties, such as governing the heart, the
liver, the lungs, the stomach, etc. These intelligences
we may liken to the several departments of the city
government. Then there is the legislative head or mayor.
This individual we may liken to yourself in your body—
to myself in my personality.

THE INNER LIFE—To get the right view of mul
tiple personality, try to see your own internal nature
as an institution or world, peopled and governed by
living beings as greatly diversified as the inhabitants
of this world. See the multitudes in their various pur
suits, some as teachers, others as laborers, others as sol
diers, and so on; then try to realize that their struggle
for existence, though primarily for self, is the very
substance of your own existence as an organic being.
Indeed, the human economy is a typical institution.
It may well be studied from every standpoint of or
ganic life. In the human economy, as in society, there
is division of labor. Some forces build, others tear
down. Some cells are very intelligent; they may be
compared to artists, professional people, teachers or
trained mechanics, etc., while others are ignorant and
unskilled. They are, as it were, but the scavengers and
laborers who perform the grosser functions of bodily
nature.
Seme cells build the solid parts of our body, as the
mason who lays the foundation of a modern building ;
others make the tissue, quite similar to the carpenter and
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shop man who do the finishing and furnishing. Then
there are the electricians, plumbers, plasterers, etc., and
last—but not least, the painter who puts on the finish
ing touch of beauty and grandeur. Each of these work
men contributes his respective talent, time and labor to
supplying the demands of organic existence of bodily
life.
The relation of the cells to each other, and their agree
ment and co-operation, is to a greater or less degree a
reflection of one’s own mental attitude. At least, it may
be made so. We have the power to influence and control
the nature of our mental attitudes and thought life. It
is at this point that our study of human personality
supersedes the cell theory, and is taken out of the domain
of materalism and placed in the field of Psychology and
things super-physical.
MAN IS A COMPOSITE BEING—Scientific an
alysis of man shows that he is a composite being, or
infinitely multiple personality. He is literally and ac
tually a nation or world of living bengs, whose intelli
gences vary from a single idea or impulse to vastly com
plicated processes of action and thought far greater than
normal human Consciousness. The activity and life of
these beings intermingle in such a manner as to produce
the organic creation which we identify as our per
sonality.
In speaking of the composite nature of man, we mean
10 convey the idea that human personality is actually
composed of other beings, living, intelligent, real entitized life forms. These beings, though more limited in
their scope of organic manifestation than we humans,
are often far beyond us in mental qualifications along
particular lines of attainment. They are by no means
all alike, but range in variation from mere expressions
of a single impulse to forms of a psychic order which
far transcend man’s conscious attainment.
However, a portion of our self lives in each cell ol' our
being. In fact human personality is made up of these
entities. Our body is the total of the cells of which it
is composed, just as our Mind is the total of the ideas
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of which it consists. Each cell has a life of its own
and may survive apart from human personality. While
the psychic part of the cells does not depend upon us
for individual existence, the cells do depend upon the
human Soul for guidance in the building of a human
body.
In this we see that Human Personality is actually an
organization of a multitude of more or less intelligent
beings. That is why we call these beings entities.
Some authorities claim that in certain states of dream
consciousness it is possible to converse as readily with
these entities as we ordinarily cortverse with human
beings during our waking hours in daily life. If this
claim has in it any degree of truth and we venture that
the development of the science of Psychology will prove
that it has, it is evident that intelligent communion
with these inner intelligences may open the door to a
new and wonderful world of adventure and conquest.
MAN IS A COSMOS—Another view of the intricate
and complex nature of human personality which often
helps the student to get a bigger and broader conception
of life, is to consider man a miniature cosmos, complete
in every detail and likened to the universe in which we
live. In this view let us see man metaphorically and
think of him as a world, peopled and conditioned with
living forms similar to the physical world. To this end
try to realize that your physical body is actually and liter
ally a universe. Think of the vital organs as planets
giving habitations to millions of beings; look at the
natural divisions of the body as solar systems which,
taken together, form a greater system; then the Mind
as your invisible universe, and the analogy is perfect.
In this sense man is an epitome of the universe. His
own subconscious nature is virtually a summing up of
the entire phenomena of the universe, past, present and
future. He is a perfect miniature duplicate of Nature.
In the higher sense he is a complete and perfect being.
There is, within his own resources, all that is necessary
for his welfare. He is a storehouse of Infinite Intelli
gence and omnific power; a center for the radiation of
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universal forces, suited to display the intelligences of
creation. Consequently, we may logically infer that to
know man is to know the universe; to know thyself is
to know God.
The physical and chemical explanation of cell life is
not sufficient to explain the entire problem of existence.
In a particular sense man is of a dual nature; he is
spiritual and physical, and this duality starts in the cell
life of his organism. To be alve as an individual being,
two things are necessary; they are a Mind and a body.
The cell has a Mind and a body and so has man. The
difference between a cell life and a human being is not
so much a difference of essential nature, as in the degree
of complex operations, and combination of the elements
of Mind and body. The amoeba is a small life cell;
man is a large life cell.
THE ORIGIN OF LIFE—We have learned that the
basis of the Mind of the cell is the mental image the cell
receives at the time of its birth. This image is its per
sonal Soul or mental self; the mental impressions which
are added to it by experience and the thoughts of its own
cogitations, comprise its Mind or mental body. Just
what the original impression is, where it comes from and
what becomes of it when it has no physical cell to inhabit,
is a question admissable of much speculation. Some
philosophers contend that Mind is eternal, that thoughts
are the only changeless elements in the universe; that
back and beyond all forms of cell life and things physical,
there is a domain of spiritual being, composed of proto
typal designs or primal Souls, and that these Souls are
the substance of thought, consequently it is claimed that
thought forms or mental images are eternal and real.
Accepting this theory as the foundation of the study
of cell life, we at once transcend the physical side of the
cell theory, and begin to deal with the mental or spiritual
nature of its being. We have found that the first re
quirement of the secondary cell is the stamp of individual
life or fixing of type. But the primary cell, as well
as the secondary cell, must be animated by a mental im
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pulse to live. This impulse which enters the primary cell
and animates it with the possibilities of life and being',
is the Soul of the cell, or the Spirit of its life. It is in
reality a Divine Spark, an emanation from God; a part
and parcel, in embryo, of the creative potencies of the
unverse. This is equally true of all life. There is but
one source of life and that is God.
The first requisite of manifestation is a concept or
idea, which is the psychic self or mental counterpart of
the cell. This psychic self becomes the center of an

endless reel of ideas or impressions which arise from
experience. These impressions are, to a large extent,
the controlling intelligence of the cells. When an im
pression has been repeated a sufficient number of times,
or has been received in the right way, it becomes strong
enough to be a ruling force and thereby creates a new
mental design, which begins at' once to vibrate the ener
gies of life into corresponding physical expression. This
act is the basic cause of all physical existence. When
the vibratory manifestation becomes sufficiently intense
to solidify, we observe that a physical condition has
been created.
I repeat that the first requisite of manifestation, or
beginning of organic life, is a concept or mental im
pression ; this we may say is the impregnation of matter
by said concept. Thus life results. It is in this way
that the Spirit first enters and animates matter. The
result is atomic action or the birth of protoplasm and
cell life. The form of manifestation is determined by
the concept. Life thus begun, the laws of reproduction
hold sway.
With all cell life, the same as with the higher species
of beings, the controlling factors are heredity, environ
ment and the assertion of the personal Ego. These three
factors enter into the modification of the original im
pression in such a manner as to account for the endless
variation of kind within the range of each given species
It is the combination of these factors which results in
individual differences among those of the same class of
beings.
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The same thing holds true in the evolution and di
versification of cell life in the organization of the body.
The physical body is the result of the unfoldment of
the Divine Ideal of man as modified by the accumula
tion of ideas during the age-long process of the evolution
of mankind. The correspondence of this organized ar
rangement of cells to the prototypal man, or mental self,
results in man being man instead of being some other
form of physical creature. This is how the Mind makes
the man. It is the Soul which stands back of the body,
as it were, directing the action of the cells and causing
them to conform their action to the ideals and designs
of the inner self. It is this inner intelligence which de
termines the physical result of cell activity and the
nature of the body.
CELL HEREDITY—There is a strong tendency in
cell life, the same as in the higher forms of life, to pass
along to succeeding generations the acquired character
istics and impressions gained from experiences which
have entered the life of the parent. This is the law of
heredity. It is a law of Nature which holds true in all
species of life to a greater or less degree. These ex
periences modify the action of the new generation of
cells more often than in the parent cells: in fact, many
times the experience of the parents fails to take actual
physical form except in future generations. The organic
process of life is not a spontaneous generation. Rather
it is an age-long orderly development of physical response
to mental stimuli guided by natural selection of the
fittest to survive, as judged by the law of Predominant

Impressions.
The law of cell heredity explains why a person receiv
ing a wound often has the scar remain year after year
and sometimes the rest of his life, and this in spite of the
fact that the cells of the body constantly change, We
can easily observe the skin change and see new skin
form when we have injured ourselves. But why a scar
always continues to grow in the same shape can only
be intelligently explained on the basis of cell heredity
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with the law of impression as the controlling factor.
The situation is this: the accident or wound made an
impression on the Mind of the cells, or on the Sub
conscious Mind of the person, and according to the law
by which the Mind controls matter, the new cells which
are dispatched by the Soul to heal the wound become
dominated with the mental image created by the wound.
The only way to change the hereditary action of the cell
life and return it to the original condition is to change
the controlling impression.
The human body is constantly changing. This fact
was recognized by physiologists a long time before they
understood the process involved in the change. It was
not until the high power microscope was invented that
scientists so thoroughly understood how the body was
constantly dying and rebuilding itself. Within my mem
ory it was computed that the body changed about every
seven years, but more recent investigations place the
length of time required as being anywhere from three
to eleven months. The medium of this constant change
in the body is the constant change and activity of the
cells of the body.
In the structure of the body is contained, literally,
hundreds of billions of these cells, of which millions are
dying every minute and being eliminated while other
millions are being born into the system. Physiologists
have for years relied on these facts in their efforts to
cure disease and improve bodily conditions, but as we
have seen, the most vital principle has been overlooked.

Heretofore it was not known that cells have minds. The
Psychology of cell life is the important phase of the cell
theory, as in. that phase of the study lies its practical
application.
CONTROL OF CELL LIFE—The cell life of the
body may be likened to obedient workmen, who—if they
receive an order from their overseer to work at a task—
continue to follow out his orders until another order is
given. They will continue at the given task indefinitely
until the order is changed. The same thing is true of
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the cell life of the body. After the cells have received
a Predominant Impression for illness or health, they
function and build tissue according to the thoughts of
illness or health, as the case may be, and they will con
tinue to do so until there is a decided change in the
mind of the man or, in other words, until they have been
given different orders from the controlling Ego.
Every minute cells are being born into the body which
receive their Predominant Impression at the time of their
birth. Cells receive their Predominant Impressions from
the thoughts which are in the conscious Mind, or have
been in the Mind, and so it will be seen that every minute
counts for sickness or for health, for success or for de
feat. And the way each minute counts is determined
by the character of the thoughts which dominate the
Mind. The life and the destiny of man is determined
by his thoughts reacting upon the cells of the body. The
human body becomes sick or well, strong or weak, beau
tiful or disagreeable as the Mind makes it. This is by
virtue of the fact that new cells are constantly being
born which build according to the nature of the thought
given them.
New cells and new life flow into the system with
every breath we take and with every impulse of the vital
force of the body. These cells must have orders for
work, for they are workers; they must do something,
for that is the law of their life. In the process of birth
they are virgin cells ready to receive any thought im
pression given them, but they are not able to discrimi
nate between good and bad, consequently it is of no
concern to them what kind of impression they receive,
just so they receive something to give them life. Mind
is the something which gives life, and you and I, as the
governing factors in our own personality, are the ones
responsible for the kind of impressions given to these
new born cells.
Just here I wish to speak of a principle of great im
portance which runs through all Nature and is applicable
also to the cell life of the body. It is this: all young
things change easily, but as a rule older ones are more
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established. If a twig be bent it can be trained to grow
in almost any direction. But after the twig has ma
tured into a tree, it is very difficult to change it. The
same thing is true of children. They can be trained
according to new ideals much more easily than adults.
This is particularly true in the training of the Mind.
The Mind of a child is very much more plastic than
the Mind of an adult. A child can retain ideas more
readily, receive new impressions and discard old ones
more easily, than an adult. After things have matured
it is more dfficult to change them. The same thing is
true of the cell life of the body. The Mind of the cell
*
is easily changed when young. It seems from the ex
periments which have been conducted and the results
which have l>een obtained in the cure of disease by
mental means and in the attempts at transformation of
character of incorrigibles, that the Minds of the cells
receive their Predominant Impressions at or about the
time of their being born into the body, or a few minutes
thereafter, and that thereafter they have a tendency to
function automatically along the line of thought which
corresponds to the impression which they received early
in their lives.
The Mind of the newly born cell, or better, the unborn
cell, is very amenable to mental influence and to change,
but the mature cell, as a rule, prefers to give up its life
rather than change its idea. This is the reason that
the body constantly changes. If the older cells would
be as yielding to thought influence, under the dominance
of the personal will, as new and unborn cells, a person
could command the obedience of the flesh, bone and
sinew, and heal the body at will. This is what Christ
did when healing the sick. The cells obeyed Him and
did His bidding. He changed their Predominant Im
pression from disease to health, and the health of the
patients was restored.
This also explains why healing, as a rule, is gradual.
When Nature has but little or no help from Conscious
Mind, she must rely on the habit Mind, or the mentality
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of the healthy cells, to change the Mind of the diseased
cells or drive from the body the cells which refuse to
change their Minds. Mind being the controlling factor,
the battle of life is primarily a mental one. But a cell,
the same as man, is a dual thing. It has a body as well
as a Mind and its body, being the instrument of its Mind,
finds itself impelled along lines of action endeavoring to
carry out the dictates of the Mind. It is thus that the
health cells attack and attempt to destroy disease cells
and in the battle which ensues, often find themselves
outnumbered and worsted, and thus sickness and death
follow as the logical result. But this is not inevitable,
for man may become acquainted with the forces oi his
own being and lend sufficient aid by the powers of his
Conscious Mind to conquer any disease. The Study
zvhich we are now pursuing is the science zvhich teaches
how to get in touch zvith the cell life and order its actions
according to the laws of health and azvay from the path

of disease.
When once you rightly understand the process of cell
actizdty, its Psychology as well as its physiology, you
will become convinced that man is what he is because
of the thoughts he thinks. You will see that every thing,
even his environment, is the product or reflection of his
mental attitude.
“The Mind makes and controls the
man.” This is a truism of Psychological teaching which
will stand much repetition and endless meditation, be
cause of its vital bearing on life and personal destiny.
When you correctly understand the cell theory from the
znewpoint of Psychology, you will understand the why
and how of mental influence, or—in other words—just

--- <---

hozv the Mind controls the body.

And while some books, like steps, are left behind us by the
very help which they yield us, and serve only our childhood or
early life, some others go with us, in mute fidelity, to the end
of life, a recreation for fatigue, an instruction for our sober
hours, and solace for our sickness or sorrow. Except the great
outdoors, nothing that has so much life of its own, gives so
much life to us.
—Beecher.
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THE FAITH THAT DEMONSTRATES.
By HENRY VICTOR MORGAN.

Faith is knowledge of the invisible. It commands in«telligence and relates us to Cause. It forever says: The
things that are seen are the manifestation of that which is
not seen. The magic words of Paul: “The things that
are seen are temporal; the things that are not seen are
eternal,” are strangely echoed by a modern writer of
greater scientific repute in these words:
“There is not a single side of life that is not capable
of revealing to us an infinity of the new and the unex
pected, if we approach it with the knowledge that it is
not exhausted by its visibility, that beyond this visibility
there is a whole invisible world, a world of new and in
comprehensible forces and relations. The knowledge of
the existence of this invisible world is the key to it.
What Ouspensky calls knowledge Paul calls faith.
“Knowledge/’ says Ouspensky, “is the key;” again
echoing Paul’s triumphant declaration: “By faith we
understand that the worlds were framed by the word of
God so that things which are seen were not made of
things which do appear.”
In these two master minds we witness the union of
religion and science, and have delivered unto us a faith
that is science and a science that is faith.
Truth is one and indivisible, and no one presentation
of truth can possibly contradict another. He who is
poised in the balanced place between the pair of oppo
sites becomes the reconciler. He accepts the seen and
the unseen and sees “the city that lieth foursquare.”
Until this place of balance is reached we are liable to be
noisy partisans by over emphasizing one side of truth.
When we first see that “the things that are seen are
temporal,” we swing to the other extreme and say,
“There is no temporal.” When we realize that matter
is not what it seems, solid, unchangeable and permanent,
we boldly declare, “There is no matter,” and build for
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ourselves an impregnable fortress of denials, and succeed
in imprisoning ourselves in a new hypnotism.
Our ascent should be from glory to glory. Each new
and larger revelation should not condemn but glorify
the truth already known. Our vision of heaven should
glorify the earth. Our realization of Spirit should make
us masters over every material condition. Our knowledgea of a fourth dimension should emancipate us from
the seeming limitations of a third.
The matchless prayer of Jesus for his disciples floods
with light ineffable the glory position of the emancipated.
“I pray not that Thou shouldst take them out of the
world, but that Thou shouldst keep them from the evil.
They are not of the world even as I am not of the world.
Sanctify them through the truth. Thy word is truth.
As Thou hast sent me into the world, so also have I
sent them into the world.”
The teaching is apparent. They were to be in the
world, not as slaves but as masters. The new idea was
to clothe them with power to deal with every material
condition. Their enthroned consciousness was to make
them masters of fate and conquerors of destiny. They
should contage no evil. Nay, rather, their health found
ed on principle, should be contagious with the life of
God. “These signs shall follow those who have spiritual
understanding (faith).” “In my name they shall cast out
devils; they shall speak with new tongues, they shall
take up serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing it
shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick
and they shall recover.”
We are told today, by those who love to make excuses
for their chains, that these words are not in the original.
Let us grant all that is claimed without argument, and
then read the Acts of The Apostles, the greatest treatise
on the fourth dimension from the spiritual viewpoint that
the world has had given to it, and we will see that these
super-endowed disciples of the Nazarene did these very
things. They healed the sick, and the dead were brought
back to life by these masters of the invisible.
Our mathematicians of today dimly see this super-
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dimensional realm and call it the fourth dimension. It
is no doubt the best name the intellect of man can find
for it. But we, children of the kingdom, trained in the
school of the Christ, have a better name. We would say
to the devotees of science what Carlyle said to the
devotees of Nature: “Ha! Why do I not name thee
God?”
It makes it all so very simple and understandable. It
glorifies the intellectual comprehension of man’s do
minion over time and space, and the so-called laws of
matter, by revealing not merely a cold, unalterable mathe
matical principle, but a heavenly Father with the imma
nence of life and the warmth of love. It makes this
higher knowledge the common property of all of God’s
children. We cannot all be versed in the higher mathe
matics. Very few, perhaps, who read this lesson can
work a problem in trigonometry, but we can all love,
and love gives understanding and understanding is faith.
This universality of knowledge is the glory of our
Christian faith. The scholarly Ouspensky, from whom I
have already quoted, marvels at Paul’s bold declaration:
“That ye being rooted and grounded in faith may be able
to comprehend with all saints what is the breadth and
length, and height and depth,” and asks: “How did
the apostle Paul know that sanctity gives a new under
standing of space?” Again the Nicodemus of Hie in
tellect is amazed that one who had no knowledge of the
higher mathematics could understand these things.
But is is ever so. The sublime words of Jesus forever
stand as the Rock of Ages to all who through love seek
dominion. “I thank Thee, O Father, Lord of Heaven
and earth, that thou hast hid these things from the wise
and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes.”
To the one who seeks to understand the deeper things
of life by the unaided intellect, these words of Jesus
will ever be a stumbling block. But to the earnest seeker
after truth, whose scholarship has passed beyond the
superficial into the profound, their glory worth is ap
parent.
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The myriad minded Goethe, seeming master of all
knowledge, works out the redemption of Faust through
love of Margaret; while Emerson, finished product of
our best universities, in his marvelous essay on History,
wherein the soul powers and privilegs of man are pro
claimed in words of light, closes with these words: “The
idiot, the Indian, the child and unschooled farmer’s boy
stand nearer to the light by which nature is to be read
than the dissector or the antiquary.” .
The acceptance of this truth leads to the uttermost
emancipation. It forever excludes vain boasting or
cowardly excusing. It is the awareness of divinity. It
super-endows all who in the negligency of trust accept
the place prepared for them from before the foundation
. of the world.
Concerning the working of this power I subjoin a
letter received from Dr. Marshall William McDuffie, a
practicing surgeon in New York City.
“In the year 1909 Mrs. J. W., diagnosis. Diabetes
and Nephrolithiasis (stone of kidney) with suppuration
was operated upon by himself and another surgeon whom
I had with me on account of the severity of the case.
A large ragged stone and the kidney itself were removed.
At the time of operation the assistant nurse holds a basin
for the removed specimen, and in this case as it was
handed to her the large stone dropped to the floor.
Only an incident entirely foreign to the operation itself.
Patient made successful recovery. In a short time a
letter came from her old father, 90 years of age, in Ire
land, describing the operation in detail; stating the fact
that two surgeons were present and the incident of the
stone dropping to the floor, saying that his daughter’s
soul was in his care during the operation and if it had
not come to him she tvould have died. There had not
been time enough to write him these details and get a
return letter; neither could any one aside from those in
the operating room have known the facts. My personal
idea is that this is an illustration of the All-soul, the one
power, in Japan called Tzie-Onne, by some telepathy, by
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others “Messengers of the Air,” and I feel that at the
moment of going under the anaesthetic her thought sent
out at a high rate of vibration reached her father who
was en rapporte. He then witnessed scenes taking place
thousands of miles away.”
The power exercised by the aged father in behalf
of his daughter is a power we all possess, and should
consciously exercise for all in whom we are interested.
Such inded was what moved the apostle James to say,
"The effectual fervent prayer of the righteous man
availeth much.”
------------ 9------------ALL IS GOOD.

Everything that comes into your life is good, My son,.
Yes, everything. No matter how disappointing, or un
happy, or sick, or sad, or heart-sore, it may make you
at the time, remember that I, your Real Self, permitted,
even caused that thing to come at just the time it did,
and directed its action in your life; all to bring about
my purpose.
And is not My purpose always and only good? Think
you My Love for you would causg or permit anything
that was not for your good? I know it may not seem
such to you at the time, but I, to whom time is not and
to whom both the Future and the Past are the Present,
1 see only the ultimate, that which you will see and know
when My Life within has refined your mind so that My
Consciousness can abide in you.
You, who in childhood passed through the experi
ences your little son is meeting now, know that he must
not play with fire, or wade very far from the shore.
Most likely he will not listen or obey when you caution
him of the danger, for that is childhood’s way. There
fore you, who are wise, will stay near, and will con
tinue to caution, but will let hm burn his fingers a little
and get in beyond his depth; and then will rescue and
bring him back to shore, and bind up his burns, and lov
ingly and sympathetically help him to forget his pain and
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fears in the lesson that you then can indelibly impress
upon his quickened consciousness.
Think, My son, is this not the way I still must needs
teach you your lessons ? Then instead of seeing the bad
in the mishaps I bring or the mistakes you make or the
sins you commit, turn your face at once from them and
seek the good that they hide. For I never cause a mis
take or a mishap to occur, or permit a sickness or a sin,
but to rid you of worn out, inharmonious or wrong be
liefs, conditions or things, so that there will be room in
your consciousness for the better things I have pre
pared for you.
This applies as well to your brother, for am I not in
him even as I am in you? And if I am in him as his
True Self, am I not guiding and caring for him as I am
for you ? Therefore, all that he does or is, am I not doing
it or manifesting through him, and therefore it is all
good? Only see this My son, and great Joy and Peace
will be yours.
Seek for the good and I will always point it out to
you. Look for evil and the evil in your mind will outpicture itself. For the good is everywhere, for I, Who
am everywhere, I, Who am All that IS, I am that good.
Evil exists not, excepting in your own mind. Things
are to you what you think they are. And what you
think they are is colored by what is in your heart. If
you are evil-minded, you seek and attract to you evil
—your own.
If you are sick—you attract to you
thoughts and people similarly sick. But on the other
hand if you seek the good, the windows of your Sou!
will open and you can look into the garden of Love, and
view all the wondrous beauty of God’s children playing
there.

There was nothing ever went out of vonr life but to
make room for something better I wish to give you.
And everything that comes into your life is good, because
I bring it. Therefore, seek to know the good of it,
instead of keeping your eyes turned back to that whi'ch
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I took away. Look for that which I brought, and you
will find it is always good.
Hug a sorrow to your breast and joy cannot get in.
But open your heart so My Love can get out, and be
hold ! everything and everybody will become so colored
and changed by Love’s rays that you can see nothing but
good everywhere.
IMPERSONAL.

------ «------

THE HUMAN AND DIVINE.
CHARLES HINE HUBBARD.

That which we designate as human, is limited mani
festation. That which we designate divine, is unlimited.
In the human type, there is generally manifested a sense
of lack, in all things necessary to happiness, power, and
perfect peace. In the divine, the things necessary to
happiness manifest plentifully; they are freely flowing.
There is no sense of lack in the divine as exemplified
by Christ. Let us perfectly note this. In himself he was
all-sufficient for every need, even for the healing of
others and for the raising to life of the so-called dead.
In the ideas commonly held as comparisons between
the human and divine manifestations, there are two dis
tinct ideas that stand out clearly: One attributes to the
divine a certain, never-failing power and wisdom; the
other ascribes to the human, limited powers and ig
norance.
It is universally agreed that there is a power which is
Most High. It is not, for it cannot be, a distant power
apart from the human nature in any way. It is omni
present, being within and without. In seeking to mani
fest its perfection as a known reality to us, it is needful
that we pray, as did Jesus Christ, “Thy will be done.”
For the human errs in believing his own will superior to
God’s. As long as he remains essentially human in be
lief, to learn of the divine lie must resign his will to the
divine, cultivating its perfection.
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Christ came to the world to explain how to emanci • pate the human, personal will. The service of God, he
said, through performing his will sincerely, would bring
about this emancipation. In such service, limited, nar
row, human thoughts disappear necessarily, the freedom,
gladness, joyousness, gloriousness of man’s divinity
shines forth. He becomes radiantly divine through his
humanity made harmonious oneness with God’s Will,
which is ever Love. Can this be said of the limited and
limiting, personal, human type man?
In his day Christ was called divine because he thor
oughly exemplified his divinity as the proof. Today he
is still called divine, and indeed he is, he still heals, he
still raises from the so-called dead and he still is the
cheerful, helpful, understanding companion of all who
know him. In other words, he still is God.
Ignorance, falseness, and all other errors of the im
permanent, changing, human personality have existence
only in thought. Thought having a wide latitude and
scope for its expression can express in any phase, either
good or bad. But God tells us to see that which is
divinely good alone, or, him alone. In doing this, he
really explains to us perfectly not to consider as reality
anything contrary to his goodness; for the reality of
good alone, is the only reality.
So it is clear that all errors arise from dealing with a
type of thought expression which is unreal, or which has
no real existence. All such expression, which is con
trary to good, God or Reality, is human expression
merely. It really is primarily from the animal plane of
man. Man expressing such has not risen out of his ani
mal nature far enough to enable him to take pure reason
for his guide. Therefore, in such a state, he has fallen
into error truly, into dealing with things contrary to his
true nature, which always is divine. He is divine and
yet does not know it. And how does this come about?
Through believing in his own personality, environments
and will. On the other hand, becoming truly humbled
and awakened by the stupendous fact of God’s omni-
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presence in him and about him, he sees his errors and be
comes, through sincere prayer, enlightened with God’s
Will, he consistently manifests his rightful heritage of
divinity as a Son of God.
Christ’s mission is to eliminate perfectly all error by
uncovering its nothingness, its unreality, its utter ab
surdity, when compared with the reality of the divine.
When man truly grasps the distinction between what is
human and what is divine he can no longer be deceived.
Uplifting himself fully by an aroused divinity that he
knows to be in him and he himself, he does not battle
unrealities with the power of his divinity, but like Christ,
breathes sweet peace and love over all the world!

---------- *———

At the top of his mind the devout scholar has a holy of
holies, a little pantheon set round with altars and the images
of the greatest men. Every day, putting on a priestly robe, he
retires into this temple and passes before its shrines and shapes.
Here he feels a thrill of awe; there he lays a burning aspira
tion; farther on he swings a censer of reverence. To one he
lifts a book of love; at the feet of another he drops a grate
ful tear; and before another still, a flush of pride and joy
suffuses him; they smile on him; sometimes they speak and
wave their solemn hands. Always they look up to the Highest.
Purified and hallowed, he gathers his soul together, and comes
away from the worshipful intercourse, serious, serene, glad,
and strong.

—/liger.
ORVILL J. LORENZ, Character Analyst.
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Learn the Secret of Keeping Young
Through a maglc-like process of physical reconstruction,
it is possible to remake the age-worn man or woman, chang
ing the body from indications of age into a vision of youth
—trim of figure, clear and smooth of skin, bright of eye, and
vivacious of spirit- And all by a method so simple as to seem
ridiculous.

THE RESULTS ARE WONDERFUL

Is youth deserting you? Does your heart ache every time
you look into your mirror? If age is searing your beauty, if
the years are robbing you of the charm and admiration that
is as dear as lite itself, be prepared for a wonderful change.
For, the youth that you yearn for, is yours to know againComplete regeneration lies in this method of physical recon
struction. The whole body is renewed- New tissues replace
the old. The excess flesh— the pounds that accumulate with
age—vanish. Sagged muscle® become firm ; wrinkles, lines
and ‘double chin’ disappear. The skin becomes fine and clear
The eyes bright and glowing. The hair rich and colorful. A
complete transformation—all so quick as to be astonishing-

DON’T GIVE UP THE SUPER-PLEASURES OF LITE

You can “comeback” through this method of physical reconstruction You can
know all the charm and lure you exerted in your most fascinating days- Fresh, new
beauty of skin and complexion- Suppleness and grace in every movement. The vigor
of vital youth in all your activities and powersSEND NO MONEY IN ADVANCE Just mail the coupon. It brings you the complete
method of regeneration for 5days’ free trial. Try out the method. See the results. Keep
it only If amazed and delighted with the results.

URIEL BUCHANAN, P. O. BOX B-210, CHICAGO, ILL.
Without cost or oblgation to me, please send me your won
derful method for Regaining Youth for 5 days’ free trial. I will
either remail material or remit $3.00 in full payment in 5 days.
Name ........ ..............................................................................

Address........................................... -.........................................

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?
1. Your path of destiny.
2. How you appear to others.
3. What lesson you came to learn in this life.
4. The vocation you are best fitted for.
5. Your hidden soul qualities.
6. Your lucky days each month.
7. How to sign your name for success.
8. How you vibrate to this year.
9. What characteristics you lack.
10. How to train your child according to its disposition.
11. Your activities for each month. (25 cts. per month).
Send full baptismal name and date of birth, enclose 50 cts.
for each question. ALICE AYERS, Number Psychologist,
Apt. D. 1159 Masonic Ave., San Francisco, Calif.

Back issues of NOW—Nov. and Dec., 1922; Jan., Feb. and
March. 1923, containing the previous Demonstrable Psychology
Lessons. 15c per copy postpaid. But very few left. Order NOW.
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HIRAM E. BUTLER’S
PRACTICAL METHODS TO INSURE SUCCESS
34th Edition
NO ONE CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT THESE METHODS!
Those who wish the highest success in life, can find in them that which
will give vigor of body, strength of mind and will, power to control self
and surrounding circumstances, and ability not only to make friends, but
to become a leader among men. The ablest physicians indorse these
methods as being safe and reliable.
Order Your Copy Today! and receive also a list of other practical
Esoteric Books by the same author, and a Free Copy of our magazine.
Price, postpaid, Cloth, $1.00. Paper, 25 cents.
ESOTERIC PUBLISHING CO., B.-1.
APPLEGATE, CALIFORNIA.

AKE YOU SLELPLESS?
Say, Friend, are you able to sleep All Night and wake up feel
ing as bright as a new red top? Or, are you restless, turning
from side to side, counting endless sheep, and yet can’t get to
sleep? If so, you need THE SECRET OF SOUND SLEEP!
IT WORKS! and you wake up feeling more buoyant than you
ever did before. SEND ONE DOLLAR, worth $5 first night.
MARY FRITZ, Collison, III.
112-page book on healing by Divine Science
of Prayer and 0 d Bible Way of Laying On of Hands

Plain, simple directions for treating the sickyourself or others. Send only 12c (stamps),
NOW for this book, of healing power
Adire»», OLIVE
*

C. SKB1N, Lock Box 1S24, M. O„ Waibngton, D, C.

Are You a Sufferer of Stomach Trouble
Most peoeple are. I have a never failing remedy, and treatment
for all kinds of stomach trouble. No charge for treatment; if
helped, free will offering.

R. E. L. ZIMMERMAN, Coleman, Texas

ARE YOU SICK?

j

UNSUCCESSFUL?

Need a position? Need a tenant? Need to sell your property? I have HEALED AND HELPED others, why not you?
Five Dollars monthly for Treatments and Six Lessons free except postage, which is about 50c.
PRAYER CHANGES
THINGS!
EXCELLENT RESULTS!
TRY ME!
LOV
INGLY YOURS,
MARY FRITZ, D. D., D. M„ B. P., Collison,,III., Dept. 14-23.
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Unrivalled Healers In Your Own Town
I

!

Unsurpassed success in healing, success, triumph in affairs. Daily
treatments. UNITY IS POWER—every case cared for by the
World Helpers of Humanity. Edith Moore, Principal; Lelah A.
Wagner, Vice-President, North Windham, Maine.

SOLOMON ASKED FOR WISDOM
“Give Thy servant an understanding heart
that I may discern between good and bad.”
and—
HE was a successful businessman, statesman, builder—all other
wishes were fulfilled because he first sought wisdom.
Back of every success is a cause, which The Business Phil
osopher seeks to disclose to its readers. It is the simple secret
of the principle of Service, the law of attraction, equal action
and reaction, etc.
Readers of this monthly magazine, in every state in the Union
and twenty-one foreign countries, say it offers the best assem
bly of articles—suggestions on man-building and success
achievement.
We render to our subscribers a literature service which easily
saves more than the cost of a year’s subscription. ONE SUB
SCRIBER SAVED $26.40 DURING 1922.
Send 25c in stamps for a sample copy of the magazine and
ask for information about our literature service to subscribers—
it is unique—there is nothing else like it.
THE BUSINESS PHILOSOPHER,
140-44 Monroe Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

CLOUDS DISPELLED
will help clear your mind of ignorance and superstition. Your
Higher Self demands enlightenment. It will help you. You
will be delighted. Send name at once. MAILED ABSO
LUTELY FREE.

The Brotherhood oi Light
BOX 1525
CHAS. MATT. BERKHEIMER,

Hotel Trinity. Los Angeles, Cal.
month. Healing by the Spirit.

LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
Practitioner of the Healing Art,
Ten treatments, $2.00; daily, $5.00 a

NOW ADVERTISING
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Within Reach Of All

HEALTH, SUCCESS, TRIUMPH IN AFFAIRS COURSE
It will get you there, it will keep you there. One Dollar Monthly.
EDITH MOORE
North Windham, Maine

THE WORLD HELPERS MAGAZINE.

It will bring you health and lead you to success. 25 cents single copy,
post paid.

North Windham, Maine.

|

What You Can Get With The Harmonizer Magazine

I

An Ideal Periodical of Spiritual Auto-Suggestion and Simplified Psychology, also furnishing an Original System of Affirmative Education for Daily Use. You Can Get by Sending ONE
DOLLAR ($1) 9 Months Subscription; 2 Books of Great Value;
Seven Steps Ahead (50c) and Creative Abundance ($1) both
written by Bernard C. Ruggles, the Editor. 3 Exquisite Wall
Cards of Auto-Suggestions (45c). All These by Putting a
Dollar Bill in an envelope and mailing it to
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THE HARMONIZER, 4336 Park Blvd, Oakland, Cal.

1

(We Guarantee Satisfaction)

SUCCESS-SUCCESS-SUCCESS-SUCCESS
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JUST AS MUCH SUCCESS AS YOU DESIRE, IF YOU
TRY—AND KNOW HOW. TO TEACH YOU HOW IS

MY BUSINESS. I make a specialty of individual training in
FINANCIAL MATTERS. Every lesson, after first one, is
written to meet your own needs. No “cut and dried” lesson
courses. Individual guidance is what you need to lift you out
of the rut and AWAY FROM THE DAILY GRIND, GETTING NOWHERE. Send 25 cents for literature and terms.
Also printed first lesson.
My terms for instruction are more than reasonable, when you
stop to consider that I make a study of your own problem and
GUIDE YOU PERSONALLY. Every letter of instruction—
not a multigraphed sheet that goes to all alike—but written for
you, and you alone. Terms upon application.
'

AGNES MAE GLASGOW
160 Claremont Ave. New York City, N. Y.

(Say You Saw It in NOW)

Digit zed by GOOgle
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Systematic Re-EMon ot the Subconscious Mind
A Practical Course of Study in Mental Dynamics
Part one of this course of study is a brochure which deals, in
plain language, with the nature attributes, powers and possibili
ties of Mind. The author, after study, research, observation and
experience covering considerably over a quarter century, gives
his conclusions in a clear, direct and positive way which carries
conviction. Some of the ideas presented may seem startlingly
radical and too good to be true, were it not for the fact that the
reader is shown how he may secure the necessary proof in his own
experience through a personal application of some of the simple
and almost self-evident principles explained. With masterly
logic the author shows how man’s conscious thought-processes,
his habitual ways of thinking, are the chief determining factors
in all his affairs of life, including conditions of health, mental
qualities, business and vocational success, environment, associ
ates, etc. Definite methods are pointed out which will enable
any one to effect any change desired in his life and environment.

The unity of all mind and intelligence on every plane of evolu
tion, from Electron to Man, with what the author terms the Uni
versal Mind, is conclusively demonstrated. The evolutionary im
pulse of the Universal Mind works unconsciously and subcon
sciously in nature until in Man, the highest form of organized
life, a supreme self-consciousness has come into existence. This
self-consciousness of the individual Ego makes man the Master
of his Fate. All troubles, trials and tribulations of Man are
shown to be due to his misuse of this power of individual choice.
Ways and means are shown which enable anyone to begin at
once to re-educate and train the Sub-conscious Serving Prin
ciple of the Mind and thus effect any desired improvement in
every department of life. The purpose and functions of certain
brain- and ,nerve-centers are clearly explained and a definite,
practical process for the establishment of a proper equilibrium
in these centers is given.
Anyone who will study this and the subsequent parts of this
work carefully in accordance with the author’s suggestions will
agree with the hundreds who have testified that it is the greatest,
the best and the most beneficial thing that has ever come into
their lives.
Please note that the above statement is not an advertisement
written by the undersigned, but has been taken verbatim from a
review by Myron Sague, the literary and dramatic critic, a man
who has for at least the past decade read, assimilated and criti
cised nearly all that has been offered in the way of literature
pertaining to Mind, Mental Science, New Thought, Applied
Psychology, etc.

Send 20c, to help cover cost of printing, mailing, etc. Evidence free.
J. A. EICHWALDT
16 Fruitvale Branch, Oakland, Calif

PSYCHOLOGICAL BOOKS
By Henry Harrison Brown

I

For the past 18 year
*
the book
*
listed below have enjoyed an unusual sale. The early titles are just a* much in demand a* when
first printed.
have you read these great book
*?
If not you have missed the
dearest and most practical mental science lessons ever written.
They give the teaching and philosophy of that master mental
scientist Henry Harrison Brown.
I
Every book represent
*
great value for the money asked, both
from the standpoint of philosophy and typographical value.
The Complete Writings of Henry Harrison Brown:
THE LORD’S PRAYER: A VISION OF TODAY.
124 pp. $1.00.
SIX STEPS IN MENTAL MASTERY.
108 pp. Paper 50c.
CONCENTRATION—THE ROAD TO SUCCESS.
120 pp. Paper 50c. Cloth $1X0.
SUCCESS-HOW WON THROUGH AFFIRMATION
102 pp. Paper 50c.
THE MASTER’S TOUCH.
64 pp. Paper 30c.
SELF-HEALING THROUGH SUGGESTION.
60 pp. Paper 25c.
HOW TO CONTROL FATE THROUGH SUGGESTION. ,
60 pp. Paper. Cloth $1.00.
'
NOT HYPNOTISM BUT SUGGESTION.
60 pp. Paper 25c.
MAN’S GREATEST DISCOVERY.
60 pp. 25c.
DOLLARS WANT MEI THE NEW ROAD TO OPULENCE.
64 pp. 25c.
HEALING WORDS OF JESUS. 20 cent
*.
WHAT IS NEW THOUGHT? IS cent
*.
THE FOLLOWING ARE 10C EACH:

SIX
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

TRACTS ON SEX.
“Friendship: The Third Function of Sex."
“Body-Building: The First Function of Sex."
“Procreation a Secondary Function of Sex.”
“The Ultimate of Sex."
“Place of Sex in Race Development."
“Social Hygiene: Sex Education."

tSXÏîS
589 HAIGHT STREET

Sam E. Foulds
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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